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The Guardian
Web Poll results
How spiritual and/or religious
would you consider yourself?
Just enough to get in 9%
involved in the congregation 26%
do what my preachertensme 0%

INAACP sponsors "Casino Night", which students came togethen^r^heiMuck at
•Blackjack, Craps table and Slot machines.
Photo by Justin Garman

spiritual because of balance 35%
not spiritual or religious 18%
12%

'Body Werkes
Your complete repair faciCity!
Q u a l i t y is our t o p p r i o r i t y . W e have t r a i n e d and
c e r t i f i e d technicians. W e are modern and f u l l y
equipped. W e handle any insurance claim.
426-9000

1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return of your car is our goal!

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY W I T H I N
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN P O S I T I O N S

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centervillc Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459

Get fit. Get paid.

Ground

Campus Crime
Arson/Related offenses
Nov.9: Police were dispatched to Pine Hall on a
criminal damaging complaint.
Assault

Nov.7: A citation was issued
for aggravated menacing in
Hawthorne Hall when a subject threatened her roommates with a large knife.
Drug/Liquor offenses
Nov.9: A criminal citation
for underage
possession/consumption
was issued in lot 7.
Nov.9: A criminal citation
for underage
possession/consumption
was issued in College Park.
Nov. 10: An underage male
subject carrying seven cans
of Milwaukee's Best in his
backpack was cited for
underage possession/consumption in College Park.
Nov. 10: A criminal citation
was issued to a Devry
University student for
underage possession/con-

sumption in College Park.
Larceny/Theft
Nov.4: Police were dispatched to investigate a
stolen picnic table from the
Village.
Nov.4: S80 was stolen from
an office in the Creative Arts
Center.
Nov.5: A purse was stolen
from the third floor of the
library.
Nov.6: Money was stolen
from a room in University
Hall.
Nov.7: Fifteen dollars in
quarters was stolen from a
room in Rike Hall.
Nov.8: A car door was
removed and a car stereo
inside was stolen outside
Pine Hall.
Nov.8: Citations for receiving
stolen property and possessing criminal tools were
issued in the Village.
Nov.10: Citations were
issued for receiving stolen
property and disorderly conduct while intoxicated.

Public Peace offenses
Nov.5: A citation for disorderly conduct by intoxication and resisting arrest
was made during a John
Mellencamp concert at the
Nutter Center.
Robbe ry/Trespa ssing
Nov.5: A forcible entry complaint was investigated and
pending investigation.
Nov.6: A criminal trespass
complaint was investigated
in the Nutter Center.
Traffic
Nov.5: A non-iiyury auto
accident occurred at
University Boulevard and
Colonel Glen.
Nov.6: A hit and run was
investigated in the pit area
of the Woods.
Nov.8: A hit and run vehicle
accident was reported at
Springwood Lane and
Colonel Glenn.
Nov.9: A citation for failure
to obey a traffic control
device and a D.U.I, in the
Woods.

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
gel a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and breat
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leoder
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Guolificolions
• 18 yearj of older
• Must be able to lift 50 lb*
• Ab'i'ty
load, unload, and sort package*
• Par' »tme. 5day week
• $8 50-9 00/hr to start, scheduled raises

Qualified Candidates apply in per FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber heights. OH 45424

WSU helps focus areas of
medical needs in Dayton
The Alliance for Research in
Community Health held a
strategic planning conference this past week bringing
together Dayton community

leaders with medical school
faculty. ARCH is a partnership between the Center for
Healthy Communities and
the WSU Department of
Family Medicine. Issues discussed were access to health

care, cultural and trust
issues, medical literacy
issues, lifestyle issues,
depression and mental
health issues, financial
needs and pharmacy issues.
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Ohic Republicans Make History in Mid-Year Elections
Ty Swogner
Staff Writer

Governor Bob Taft's victory over Democratic gubernatorial candidate Tim
Hagan led the way for the
Republican's historical
sweep of Ohio's mid-year
elections.
The Republicans capitalized on all five statewide
executive races for the third
consecutive election: governor and lieutenant governor,
attorney general, auditor,
secretary of state and treasurer. Not since 1978, when
the governor and lieutenant
governor were combined as
running mates, has any party
accomplished such a feat.
Although running for re
election in the mist of a
recession, Taft said he
remained steadfast in his
optimism for Ohio's future.
"Now we have an opportunity to make Ohio better
and stronger in the days
ahead," he said. "There are
obstacles ahead, my friends.

There is no obstacle we cannot overcome."
Taft's running mate.
Jennet te Bradley also made
history as the first black
female lieutenant governor
of any state.
In another impressive
victory, the Republicans
acquired both seats on the
Ohio Supreme Court that
were up for election this
year, giving the Republicans

a 5-2 majority.

The Republicans also
retained their control of
both houses of the Ohio
General Assembly, which
they have held since 1095.
Casting three million
plus votes, Ohioans awarded
58 percent to Taft. with
Hagan receiving 38 percent
and independent gubernatorial candidate John Eastman
ending up with 4 percent.
In Cleveland, a defeated
Hagan also incorporated a
positive spin in his speech
to supporters, following
Taft's call to concede.
"We are bloodied, but

unbowed," said Hagan. "We
accept this outcome because
the people have made the
decision."
Karry Irwin, an Operation
Management major, shared
in this decision.
"I like what Taft had to
say more than Hagan," she
said. "1 really wanted to see
him (Taft) in office."
However, not all students
are elated by the decision of
Taft's reelection. "I don't like
the Republicans having free
rein during a time like this, a
government like this is going
to clap their hands at whatever the President says." said
Judson Landers, an
Accountancy major.
Other students feel that
control by a singular party is
a more effective way to run
the government. "It is a lot
better if one party is in complete control, then you don't
have to mess with it effecting what the President says,"
said Nate Frey, a Motion
Pictures Production major.
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Taft- Governor Taft(right) and Lieutenant Governor
[Bradley will represent Ohio for the next four years.

Union Market now open between 2 and 4
Dan Brock
News editor
The new Union Market is
now operational everyday
between the hours of 2p.m.4p.m.. The unveiling of the
new hours of operation coincided with the market's dedication and grand opening
ceremony last week.
Students expressed dismay over the 2-4 closing at
this year's first meeting of
the Dining Services Advisory
Committee.
"The students expressed
a concern that food was not
available during this time
period and we responded to
better serve their needs,"
said Chuck Porter, regional
district manager for
Sodexho Food Services. "Art

Neff, our liaison, asked us to
develop a plan that would
allow the Union Market to
continue service in that 2-4
time period. Dining Services
presented our plan and Mr.
Neff asked us to implement
it as soon as possible."
According to Dining
Services officials the implementation of the new schedule will not cost the university any extra expenditures.
The market will now be
open Monday- Thursday
from 8a.m.- 7p.ro., and
Friday from 8a.m.-2pm. with
the Salvador Deli being the
only eatery open from 2-4.
The market will also be open
Saturday and Sunday from
lla.m.-7p.m..
Under the new schedule
the Chefs Kitchen and

Palletes are the only eateries
that will still close between
2-4 every day. "The design of

period. The design called for
clean up and re-stocking
durinu the 2-4 period." said

"The students expressed a con- P o r ^
cern that food was not available campus
during this time period and we community is
responded to better serve their satisfied
with the
needs,"
new-

hours of
opera-Chuck Porter, regional district tion.
"I'm
manager for Sodexho Food
pleased
that
Services.
they've
"decided
the Union Market does not
to open between 2-4 because
have sufficient storage
it better serves the stucapacity at the various vendents," said John Wells, biolues to allow us to produce
ogy major.
food for more than one meal
Other students are

4

happy to know the university is paying attention to
their concerns. "It's nice to
see that the university listens to our concerns. Now
students that don't have
regular lunch hours are able
to access the Union Market
at different times," said
Adam Wendel, human
resources management
major.
According to Dining
Services their objective is to
meet the needs of the campus community. "WSU and
Dining Service's goal is to
have continual improvement
in our services for the campus community. We take
every concern seriously and
try to provide a solution
that works for everyone,"
said Porter.
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Committee chosen to seek out nev: provost
By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor
The search for a new
provost is underway at WSU.
President Run Goldenberg
announced late last month
that candidates would be
sought to fill the position.
The announcement
comes in light of the recent
promotion of previous and
acting Provost Dr. Perry
Moore. Early this fall
Goldenberg announced the
promotion of Moore, giving

him the title of senior vice
president.
Moore will have additional statewide duties, representing WSU in Columbus
in addition to his duties
serving as provost. The
provost is the chief academic officer of the university
that the deans of their
respective colleges report
to.
The provost reports
directly to the president and
oversees and guides the university's academic schools

candidate),"
said
Bernhardt.
The
search committee was
chosen to
represent th
entire univei
sity. "They
represent al;
the constituencies a
the university-students,
faculty, stafl
deans, etc.,"
said
Bernhardt.
WSU ha
been without
the chief academic officer
in the past
tna interim

le View
Apartment*

T I R K I 3 O F TIIIO D O R M S ?
Minutes from Campus!
Ail Styles of apartments available!

IIIOIIS

Starting at only $ 2 5 0 p e r roommate

ere filled
while a
arch was

for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

conducted
Act now to receive great move in specials!!
BRING Tills AD IN AM > GET EXTRA >/'/ ( IAI.
937-878-J973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Wright State's #1 Choice!

l in rent
\ssistant
\ \'IN( •>.
Prove i st Or.
Lillie 1 loward
Provost- Perry Moore(above) will continue as acting provost until a
and now
replacement is found.
Emeritus Dr.
and colleges, nationally
services, academic planning
Will Hutzel accounted for the
funded research centers and
and the academic budget.
duties when the previous
institutes, academic support
A search committee
provost had left to pursue
chaired by Dr. Gregory
another position elsewhere.
Bernhardt has been selected
As of now Moore is still
by Goldenberg to help
performing the everyday
choose the new provost.
provost duties and will
Applications are being taken
acquire additional duties at
until Jan. 6, 2003.
WSU when the position is
About
five
candidates
Dayton- South Salon
filled in the spring.
will
be
interviewed
between
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)
Flying monkeys read the
mid February to mid March
299-1225
and the field should be narguardian. Shouldn't you?
rowed to three candidates
by late March, according to
Bernhardt. The committee
www.ttieguardianonline.com
hopes to name a new
www.theguardianoniine.com
provost by April 1. 2003.
They would then begin their
www.theguardianonHne.com
duties July 1. 2003.
www.theguardianoniine.com
Bernhardt notes that the
www.theguardianoniine.com
length of the selection

Dayton's largest tanning salon
Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

258-9530

www.aplacetotan.com

BUV 5 sess:oNs

FOR $14.95 AND R6C€IV€
2 FR€€ UPGRADES TO
K.

mt~ii i f

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

IIMIN

STRND-UP

0CPIR6S 1 1 / 2 6 / 0 2

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

process isn't out of the ordinary for this type of search.
"For this level and caliber of
position a search of this
length is the norm, not the
exception and it takes a lot
of advance re\iew and notice
for a move of this type
(assuming it is an external

www.theguardianonline.com
wwwtheguartllanonline.com
www.theguardianonUne.coni
www.theguardianoritoe.com
www.theguardianonHne.com
www.theguardtanoniine.com
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WSU celebrates Native American hen je
Jerry Grissom
Volunteer wither
WSU. along with the rest
of the nation, will be celebrating the 12th annual
Native American Heritage
Month throughout
November.
"During American Indian
Heritage Month, we celebrate
the rich cultural traditions
and proud ancestry of
American Indians and
Alaska Natives, and we recognize the vital contributions these groups have
made to the strength and

diversity of our society,"
said current President
George W. Bush.
During the month of
November, WSU and the
Asian/I lispanic/Native
American Center (AHNA)
will host a \ ariety of activities that honor Native
Americans.
The AHNA center is hosting a documentary "500
Nations", which can be seen
at the Multicultural Lounge
located in 161 Millet Hall.
The documentary is split
into eight viewings that follow the plight of Native

Americans in North and
Central America within tl e
past several hundred year
The series is hosted by Kevin
Costner and narrated by
Gregory Harrison.

"During American Indian Heritage Month,
we celebrate the rich cultural traditions
and proud ancestry of American Indians
and Alaska Natives, and we recognize the
vital contributions these groups have
made to the strength and diversity of our
society"
-President (ieorge 'V. Bush
"That history and legacy
is the biggest mystery to
me," commented graduate
student Corey D. Leftridgc
after watching part three of
the documentary. "Many of
us have only seen oppression through our own lenses."
"500 Nations" will be

Performers dance the Vande Mataram as part on Native
American Heritage Month.
Photo By Justin Carman

When its cold outside I snuggle up with
The Guardian
www.ttieguardianonline.comwww.theguardianonfine.coni
www.theguardianonlhe.comwww.theguarifianonUne.com
www.theguardianoniine.comwww.tlwguanHanonflne.com
www.theguardianoniine.comwww.theguanfianonHne.com
www.theguardianonline.comwww.theguanHanOTine.com
www.theguardianonUne.comwww.theguanSanonflne.com

shown this Wednesday
Nov. 13 from 5-5:50 p.m.,
and on Thursday from 1212:50 p.m.
" This land belonged to
Indians and we look over,"

said senior John Hodac. "It's
cool to learn other stuff and
to be open-minded."
Another event linked
with Native American
Heritage month on campus
of is the display of Paul
Tamburro's "Silver and
Copper Artwork".
Tamburro's exhibit is cur-

rently on display at the
Student Union \rt Gallery.
Also on Nov 14, Maria
Robbins will give a presentation on the Native American
Medicine Wheel. The presentation will be held from 4-5
p.m. in room F.I63 of the
Student Union.
The movie "Windtalkers"
will be presented Nov. 15 at
5:30 p.m. in room 116 of the
Health Sciences building. On
Thursday. Nov.21, a "Native
Foods and Music" program
will take place at the
Multicultural Lounge in 161
Millet Hall. Native foods will
be shared and John De Boer
will perform on Native
American style love flutes.
For more information on
Native American Month
activities, contact the AHNA
center at (937) 775-2798, or
access their website at
www.wright.edu/admin/ahna

C o l l e g e is tn y o u r plans. You've g o t t h e brains t o see i t t h r o u g h . A n d
thanks t o the A r m y N a t i o n a l G u a r d , y o u also have a way t o pay f o r it : 'l
w i t h the M o n t g o m e r y Gl Bill.Tuition Assistance and e x t r a s u t e benefits.
M o s t G u a r d m e m b e r s serve o n e w e e k e n d a m o n t h and t w o weeks a
year, j o you'll still have t i m e f o r friends and family. A degree is w a i t i n g
for you. So join t h e team that will help y o u get i t
In t h e A r m y N a t i o n a l G u a r d . Y O U C A N !

/(E&7S3

SFC D u a n e M o o . e ( 9 3 7 ) 7 5 2 - 4 9 0 9

i s l ? V D U

I -800-G0-GUARD

• www.l-8OO-GO-GUARD.com
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Ohio statehouse was site for Bates! anti-war protp^t
By Valerie Lough
Staff W r i t e r
Activists gathered in
Columbus Saturday to stage
a demonstration on the
Statehouse lawn in protest
of a possible war in Iraq.
Activists from the Ohio
Green Party, the Committee
for Justice Palestine,
American Indian Movement
and various student groups
began at 11 a.m. at Goodale
Park and marched to the
Statehouse lawn for a peaceful protest.
Musicians accompanied

the marchers from the park
to the Statehouse. where
AIM members welcomed
activists with a drum ceremony.
"Our being v isibly public
lets people know that they
are not alone, and it can
empower them to express
their own opposition more
boldly," said Margaret
Knapke of the Dayton
Pledge of Resistance.
Among the confirmed
speakers were Debra
Calhoun of the Akron
American Friends Service
'ommitteg, Errol Maitland, a

tr
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Columbus anti-war demonstrators spread their message. Photo by Jenny Martin
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New York journalist,
Jonathan Farley of Green
Party Tennessee and Bill
Moss of the Columbus
School Board.
Prior to the Statehouse
rally, a separate gathering of
United Methodists for Peace
took place on Broad St.
where participants held a
prayer service before marching to the Statehouse.
Activists disagree with
the idea that a war in Iraq is

a defensive move on the
part of the U.S.. "Bush doesn't even call it defensive, bur
pre-emptive? There is strong
evidence that the real objective in Iraq is securing
access to oil," said Knapke.
The peace rally came on the
heels of Tuesday's midterm
election in which
Republicans gained control
of the Senate and increased
its hold on the House of
Representatives, a result

Thai West is open again
for Dinner!
-yj.OO on
V/£>U \Di
offer expires 11/27/02
One coupon per student.
6118 Chambersburg Rd. Hi'ber Heights
237-7767

that some local activists fear
will be detrimental to their
movement.
"I think, in the short run,
the electoral outcome will be
disastrous- domestically in
terms of the economy and
the further erosion of our
Constitutional rights and
internationally in terms of
emboldening Bush and his
cabinet to pursue a foreign
polic> at odds with human
rights," said Knapke.
A protest similar to the
one in Columbus will be held
in Cleveland on Nov. I (• and
sponsored by the Northeast
Ohio Anti-War Coalition.

What is red, blue,
black, white, and
yellow????

The Guardian!!!!
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State allocates Bush pushes his agenda
$250,000 to WSU
research facility
By Ron Hutcheson
Knight Ridder
Newspapers

Jessica Garringer
Volunteer Writer

State Senator Steve
Austria ncently announced
that the Ohio State
Controlling Board released
over $250,000 for WSU's
Virtual Environment
Research-Interactive
Technology and Simulation
(VERITAS) project.
Created in 1997. the VERITAS project is a virtual environmental research facility
that is located at WSU.
Focusing primarily on the
study of virtual environments. the project has been
used for a number of funded
research projects along with
dissertations and thesis projects.
According to the office of
WSU President Kim
Goldenberg. the funding will
go towards the expansion of
new technology and the use
of the Internet for graduate
students. Also, it will be
used to "facilitate collaborative faculty research."
The Cave Automatic
Virtual Emironment (CAVE)
is a type of system implemented through the VERI-

TAS project. According to
the department of psychology's website, the purpose of
the VERITAS CAVE is to
"support both basic research
on the sensory, motor and
cognitive underpinnings of
human performance in synthetic environments."
Along with WSU, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base has
also been working with the
CAW system. One purpose
of the system, according to
the department of psychology's website, has been
"research addressing the
appropriate design of display and control interfaces
for controlling Uninhabited
Aerial Vehicles."
The VERITAS facility has
been an important site for
research and study for many
years," said Senator Austria.
"The investment into WSU
shows the positive impact
this project is having on our
state and the need to modernize to compete."
Ohio is planning on
expanding the virtual environments projects by creating smaller research facilities throughout the state.

WWW.

theguardian
online #
.com

Emboldened by
Republican gains in
Tuesday's elections,
President Bush demanded
Thursday that Congress
approve his new homeland
security agency and said he
intended to stick with Vice
President Dick Cheney in
any re-election campaign.
Although Bush declined
to take credit for the
Republican takeover of the
Senate, he left no doubt that
he intends to leverage his
clout in Congress, hi a wideranging afternoon news conference, he pledged to push
for additional tax cuts and
other steps to stimulate the
sluggish economy.
"There's going to be a
huge laundry list of things
people want to get done,
and my job is to set priorities and Ret them done."
Bush said." lob security and
economic security, as well
as homeland security, are
the two most important priorities we face; people want
something done."
Bush spoke with
enhanced authority gained
from GOP wins in Tuesday's
elections. In the first
midterm elections of the
past ten presidents, the
president's party had lost
congressional seats. But
Republicans now hold
minorities in both houses of
Congress as well as the
White House, and many analysts credit Bush for making
it happen. He laid his prestige on the line by campaigning all-out for
Republicans across the
country, and won the gamble. Washington respects
nothing more than such singular political success.
The president said the
lame-duck Congress that
would convene next week
should focus first on his
proposal to create a new
federal agency to guard
against terrorist attacks.
Bush's plan for the biggest
government reorganization

since World War' 'ias
stalled in the Senate over
turf wars and a dispute with
Democrats over civi l-service
job rules for employ, es of
the new department.
"The election may be
over, but a terrorist threat is
still real," Bush said. "It's
imperative that the
Congress sends me a bill
that I can sign before the
107th Congress ends."
However, it appears
unlikely that the holdover
Senate will act on the legis-

lation. "I expect homeland
security will wait," Sen.
Thomas Carper, D-Del., said
after a conference call with
Democratic Senate leader
Tom Daschle, D-S.D.
www.theguardianonttne.com
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As an engineer i n
the U.S. Air Force,
there's no telling'
what y o u ' l l work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

United

States

Air

Force

applied

technology ts years ahead of w h a t
you It t o u c h in the private sector, a n d
as a n e w engineer y o u ' l l likely be
involved at the g r o u n d level of n e w a n d
s o m e t i m e s classified developments.
You'll begin leading a n d m a n a g i n g
w i t h i n this highly respected g r o u p
f r o m day one. Find out what's w a i t i n g
b e h i n d the scenes f o r you in t h e
A i r Force today. To r e q u e s t
information, call

more

1 -800-423-USAF

or log o n to a i r f o r c e . c o m .
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On-campus sanitation questioned by students
By Ty
Swonger
Staff Writer
WSU's
main campus is facilitated with
approximately over
300 toilets,
all of which
are not supplied with
disposable
sanitary toilet seat covers.
According
The current state of WSU's bathroom stalls. to Richard
Photo by Justin Garman

Thomas, WSU's assistant
manager of custodial services, the campus rcstroom
facilities are cleaned nightly
and checked two to three
time during the day.
"I have never received
such a request," said
Thomas, in regards to the
disposable sanitary toilet
seat covers.
At the time of the deadline for this story financial
figures were unable to be
acquired to assess the cost
of the addition of the seat
covers.
Some members of the
student body are disappoint
ed with the lack of the sanitation safeguards. "Yeah,

that's really gross " he said.
"I don't even go
<WSU), I
go to Kohl's," said Torn
Hale, mass commui ication
major.
However other students
feel indifferent to the situation. "I don't mind but I
think that you should I.ave it
you want," said Steve Smith,
history major.
As a female it personally
doesn't bother Kim Rcathen,
a financial services major.
However she could see why
'.'.omen may be more particular than men due to the fact
that they sit more.
The scenario is similar at
the other two higher education institutions in the
Dayton area: Sinclair
Community College and the
University of Dayton.
According to Pam
Warner, Sinclair's supervisor
of service control, Sinclair
does not provide disposable
sanitary toilet seat covers.
There has never been a
request from the student

population at the college to
make the covers available in
the facilities, said Warner.
"We work very hard to
keep the restrooms clean,"
she said.
The University of
Dayton,s head of facilities
management department,
Michael Purk, refused to
comment on the grounds
that the UD is a private
school and does not have to
divulge information to the
public press.
However, Mike Crotty, a
staff member of custodial
services management, said
that the university does not
in fact provide disposable
sanitary toilet covers for the
toilet facilities.
Some members of the
campus community believe
toilet covers should be provided without administration
needing prompting.
"I believe in this day and
age toilet seat covers should
be provided in facilities such
as a university," said Jenny
Hill, undecided major.

The Guardian
The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising the Bar
on Business Education

U

nderstanding busincm
principle* i> not enough to
succeed in today'• complex
global inarfcctpliu*-. CEOs say they're
looking for much more—employees
with a global perspective. w h o
detn<tn«Ualt- analytical thinking,
c o m p u t e r proficiency, ethical
drcivton-inaking a n d I n u n i o i t
T h r o u g h top <(uality corporate,
ulumiii ami <tudcnt advisory
board*, and o t h e r vtakeholdrrv
we continually fine-tune o u r
u n d e r g r a d u a t e and graduate
program* to meet t h e changing
' " « ! • of buxinrao. Wright State
< m t i n u e s to lead t h e way. In I a n .
o a r u n d e r g r a d u a t e b a a n e w programa n d MBA program were t h e Cril in

t h e Miami Valley to b e a w r r l i l r d In
AACSR International, t h e hiyUcsl
*c<trrditing
f«w buftinca- • ollcges
in t h e ILS. And our Mauler of
A n u u o W n n program in the- only one
t h e region accredited b) AACSB.
But o u r fiKiii p m well beyond
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Rock the Vote? Knock some heads
By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Editor

Way to take em to
the wall this time
troops.
Last year when
Governor Taft disregarded our tuition
increases and allowed
the cost of succeeding
in Ohio to reach nosebleed proportions, we
as college students
gave him a clear message: make higher education a priority or
suffer the consequences. The poor fool
didn't take us seriously, snubbed his nose
and sent us all to the
bank.
When we came
together last week as
college students and
effectively boycotted
the voting polls, we
broadcast our message
loud and clear: rape
our futures, we don't
care as long as you
keep apologizing.
Yeah, we fuc#ed up
this time.
And we showed
our glowing support
for the national joke
called the "war on
drugs" by voting down
Issue 1, a surprisingly

sensible drug policy for the
Bible Belt. So I guess we
agree with the conservatives,
pot smokers are evil and
dangerous to society and the
quicker we can lock them up
the better. In this scenario
we must also choose to
ignore the financial aid policy implemented by Bush
when his regime first moved
in. This policy allows the
government to deny financial aid to any prospective
student, solely based on the
fact they have a drug convii
tion. I wonder if this will
keep Bush's daughter from
going to college? Oh. wait,
they're rich.
I make these "we" statemen! s because statistics
show that college students
are reliable politically in two
ways. One, they're one of the
most liberal voting blocks in
America's population. And
two, they don't give a crap
about the government
unless it starts censoring
Eminem.
But we should care. Not
since 1952 have the
Republicans had so much
power. This, coincidentally,
was followed by one of the
country's largest expansionist periods, both imperially
and governmentally. Herbert
Hoover, Homeland Security,
the carousel song of history

ra io£>ci

repeating.
Before I continue 1 should
say that I'm not opposed to
all Republicans, or even all
Republican plans, just the
vast majority of them. Colin
Powell, Republican, is perhaps one of the best things
to happen to this country
recently. Jennette Bradley,
Ohio's Republican lieutenant
governor showed some brass
by becoming the nation's
first black woman elected to
any statewide office.
What we should worry
about are the dangerous
plans that have been loggerheaded by ..plit Executive
and Legislative branches for
the last decade. This
includes judicial appointments all over the country
that will undoubtedly go ro
"compassionate conserva
tives" (translation: religious
business-panderers).
This includes Bush's
national energy plan, which
will repeal every rational
anti-pollution policy to pave
the way for a very temporary
fix in the country's problems. Under this plan, the
ten largest donators to
Bush's campaign will drill for
oil in public lands and line
their pockets with tens of
thousands (no exaggeration)
of miles of pipelines without
having to worry about energy

efficiency measures which
would cut into their profits.
That's what we call "comprehensive."
We will also see a rise in
faith-based initiatives, military action internationally
and unilateral foreign policy.
We won't see corrupt business executives in the limelight, health care reform, gun
control or many domestic
changes aside from tax cuts.
The unanimous power of
Republicans in the Executive,
Legislative and Judicial
branches of the government
threatens our very system of
checks and balances.
Democracy is a fickle creature, and it only works when
the people have the good
sense to fight for themselves.
We vote again in two
years, and this time we need
to get it right. But in the
meantime we have to watch
our leaders with a critical
eye. What we lost with our
vote we need to take back
with our pen, and our voice.
If we can't count on our
politicians to represent us
along party lines, we need to
deal with them as individual.
We screwed up when it came
to rocking the vote; let's
make up for it by knocking
some heads.

PV Pau( Kails

The Guardian staff would like to wish Paul Kulis
a full and speedy recovery
t
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Students must
Response to "War protesters"unite against war
Brad Rowe
Junior
Social Sciences
Education

I am writing in response
to Megan McBride's Nov.
6th letter, "War Protesters."
As a student of social studies and a future educator I
was appalled by what 1 had
read.
In her letter bashing liberals, Ms. McBride states, " 1
am sick and tired of liberals
on this campus voicing
their opinions on what the
military is doing." When I
read this, I wondered if the
author were attending the
same university as I am?
Ms. McBride, you are
attending a very conservative university with regards
to student activism.
At colleges around the
country there have been
numerous anti-war demonstrations and a significant
amount of organized opposition to the administration's pro-war sentiment. I
wonder what your reaction
would be if you were to
visit one of these progressive pro-activist universities.
"1 just have to question
the mentality of liberals
who oppose the very thing
that gave them the right to
speak out." Ms. McBride
seems confused on exactly

what has given her and us
liberals our freedoms. No
U.S. military action gave us
our freedom of speech.
History lesson: when the
BUI of Rights was adopted in
the late 18th century, there
was no U.S. military. Our
freedom of speech came
from a group men (unfortunately no women), the AntiFederalists who insisted that
the Bill of Rights be added to
the constitution and considered questioning government
actions and authority as one
of the most American and
patriotic things one could do.
That, Ms. McBride, is
exactly what us liberal peace
activists are doing, voicing
our opposition to this administration's policies.
When referring about the
decision to go to war, the
author writes, "thank god
that 1 am not the one who
has to make that decision
and that someone can make
it for me." Your freedom to
elect that leader to make the
decision did not come from a
war. Unfortunately the
American government did
not allow women to vote
until the early 20th century.
A woman's right to vote, one
of the most cherished of
your freedoms, did not come
from any war. Like other
rights, that one was adopted
by enormous citizen action

and protests from women
who were considered liberal.
The author also states, "1
do realize that innocent lives
are sometimes lost during
war." Sometimes? What war
has there ever been where
innocent civilians have not
died as a result? Civilian
casualties are inevitable in
war; there is no way to avoid
these atrocities (well there is
one sure way, don't start the
war.) When referring to innocent lives being lost, you may
want to reconsider the word
"sometimes".
Ms. McBride continues to
encourage liberals to "hold
your little peace rallies."
Little? On Oct. 26, more than
100,000 Americans (a conservative estimate) gathered at
Washington D.C. to protest
the potential war with Iraq.
There is nothing "little"
about that rally.
I'm proud of the freedom
to voice my opinion. There is
nothing more American than
questioning the policies of
the government. I refuse to
fall sheepishly in line with
Bush's war plans.
So liberals, do not
become discouraged by opinions like Ms. McBride's. You
are continuing a historic
American tradition of dissent. So organize, and voice
your opposition as loud and
as proud as possible.

The Guardian
is looking for a new Opinions Editor for
the winter and spring quarters. Drop
by W016 Student Union ASAP to pick
up an application or call Jessica
Donham, Editor-in-Chief at 775-5534.

By Daniel Bartz
Freshman
Political Science

I am inspired by the
100,000 protestors who converged on Washington DC to
voice opposition to
President Bush's unprovoked, preemptive attack on
Iraq.
Similar events were
planned across the country,
including one in my hometown, Petoskey, Michigan. As
much as I wanted to show
my solidarity with people
speaking out in Petoskey, I
an 450 miles away. There
is, however, much that we
can do here.
More than anything else,
the Bush doctrine of preemption threatens to create
a dangerous precedent for
US intervention. Unlike in
previous US engagements,
there isn't a clear act of
Iraqi aggression to point to.
We knew two years ago, just
as we do now, that Saddam
was trying to acquire
weapons of mass destruction.
The new fixation on
Saddam could be attributed
to a widening in scope of
the "war on terrorism", but
this argument fails to recognize the very substantial differences between an established government concerned with self-preservation and a terrorist organization bent on the destruction of w estern civilization.
Saddam, if pressed, would
choose the opportunity to
retain power over the retention of nuclear weapons,
whereas bin Laden would
shun such rationality .
Indeed, Saddam Hussein's
obsession with maintaining
power may provide a leverage point for reinstating,
inspections. Scott Ritter. former UN weapons inspector
in Iraq, expressed such optimism on the August 28 edi-

tion of PBS's The News Hour
with Jim Leher, claiming that
the previous inspection
regime was between 90 and
95 percent effective and, if
reinstated, could render
,>addam's weapons program
totally impotent.
Just as the success of
renewed inspections appears
promising, the fallout of a
possible war would be catastrophic. Recent developments regarding North
Korea's nuclear program
make the consequences of
preemption in Iraq all the
more menacing.
On Oct. 4, the Bush
administration learned that
North Korea had reinvigorated its weapons program, but
conveniently didn't release
this information until just
after cungressional approval
for the Iraqi war was
secured. If the US attacks
Iraq for violating inspection
agreements, how can it
ignore North Korea without
appearing capricious and
arbitrary?
A related concern is the
anti-American sentiment that
would be engendered in the
Arab world, as the US gains
the dubious reputation of
lone-ranger riding
roughshod over lesser powers.
Certainly the consequences of war with Iraq are
grave and the prices high,
but there is an alternative.
The effectiveness of inspections has been proven, and
coupled with a loosening of
sanctions could prove effective once again.
Clearly, the possibility of
a peaceful solution to Iraq
docs exist, but it is unlikely
to be realized unless ordinary citizens take action. By
emulating the many brave
Americans around the country who stood up to Bush's
renegade foreign policy, we
too can make our voices
heard.
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Scene
Kurt Cobain's journals raise controversy
Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.

By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Seven and a half years
have slipped by since the
tragic suictde of Nirvana's
lead singer and co-founder,
Kurt Cobain, ending the
unlikely success story of a
"grunge" band whose punk
ideals and hard-hitting
music sent them spiraling
towards top selling over 10
million copies of their revolutionary sophomore album,
Nevermind.
Next month the public
will get their opportunity to
peer into the emotions,
dreams and despair of this
rock legend as Riverhead
Books publishes Journals, a
compilation of "handwritten
diary entries, letters, band
memos, drawings, screeds
and cries from the heart."
Editor Julie Grau has
assembled this volume invitation into t he late Cobain's
personal life, naturally
arousing a barrage of controversy among fans who claim
that it is plainly an invasion
of the privacy of a man
w hose suicide in April of
1994 was evidence that he
wanted nothing more than
to be left alone.

Kurt Cobain

Newsweek magazine was
yielded access to select
excerpts from the book and
recently published several
entries that demonstrated,
as writer Lorraine Ali so
accurately stated in the article, how "Journals can be
tremendously raw and
unsettling, as Cobain spirals
from an ambitious kid in a
garage band to a delusional
pop star with a deadly heroin addiction."
Riverhead books bad to
pay around 4 million dollars to the Cobain estate of
Courtney Love and 10-yearold daughter, Frances for
the rights for Journals.
Love, Cobain's widow and
singer for Hole, recently settled a lawsuit with Nirvana
members, drummer Dave
Grohl and bassist/ cofounder Krist Novoselic
concerning the control of
the Nirvana legacy.
Livid fans, who blame
Love with allegations that
she is responsible for both
Cobain's drug addiction and
suicide, are boiling as Love
receives the revenue for this
breach of confidentiality,
calling her names like "a
blood-sucking leech."

One excerpt from
Newsweek's feature article
elicits Cobain's attitudes
towards the privacy of his
journals. In 1992 Cobain
wrote in his journal, "The
most violating thing I've felt
this year is not the media
exaggerations or the catty
gossip, but the rape of my
personal thoughts. Ripped
out of pages from my stay in
hospitals and airplane rides,
hotel stays, etc. 1 feel compelled to say f~k you f—k
you to those of y ou w ho
have absolutely no regard for
me as a person. You hav e
raped me harder than you'll
ever know."
This chilling entry illustrates clearly Cobain's need
to be left alone. This publishing is something he would
never have tolerated, but
then again, he may not have
been able to comprehend his
significance for future generations and to the transformation of rock and roll.
Nirvana's Nevermind
sparked a radical change in
popular rock music with
their blurring reverb and
screaming distortion. This
uncompromising sophomore
effort rocketed to the No. 1

Legend Kurt Cobain has been reduced to the content
of his journals, the rights of which were disputed over.
spot on the Billboard's
album chart in 1991.
Though Cobain's mostly
indecipherable lyrics flooded the radio and television
with social ideals and
pushed him to the foreground. while his wake-up
calls had a younger generation of Americans designating him as their spokesperson. Bands like Pearl Jam
followed closely in the path
of the innovative grunge
movement and with similar
success. Ali wi ites that the
monstrous success of the
trio also inspired large name
labels to "take chances with
wierdos like Beck."
Nirvana has also stepped
back into the limelight this
year with a "new" hit, the
previously unreleased single, "You Know You're
Right" and an upcoming
greatest-hits release. This is
a time when their gift to
rock and roll seems weighti-

er than ever, and the tell-all
nature of Journals is likely to
enhance the way we listen to
their music.
From the selections in
last week's Newsweek article,
readers can get a preview of
the contents of the book, as
it maps out the wild ride and
secrets of a passionate musician trying his best to make
it big in a scene that makes
is incredible difficult to
maintain his punk ideals.
Journals not only tells
the cut-short story of the
fears and introspection of a
musician with incalculable
potential, but also offers
insight into the brilliant,
generation defining mind of
the rock legend that Kurt
Cobain has become.
The book will be on
bookstore shelves within the
month and is sure to bring
rise to more controversy
upon release.
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Indie rock explodes with Bright Eyes and others

A diverse line-up of indie rockers including Bright Eyes
and Azure Ray proved to be he recipe tor a memorable
show.
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Halloween night served
up an interesting array of
fans, many in full costume,
lining the sidewalk for an
entire block and swarming
the door at Little Brother's
on High Street in Columbus
to see the sold-out show with
the stacked line-up of Now
It's Overhead, Azure Ray, The
Good Life and headliner
Bright Eyes.
The modest size and
superb sound quality at Little
Brother's provides the perfect location for any semipopular indie band. And as
the stream of eager fans,
tickets in hand, continued to
wade steadily in through the
front door well into the
night, it became obvious that

Bright Eyes has definitely
gained quite a substantial
following in our area.
We were packed in back
to stomach, stomach to
back and so on, even as the
three females and male
drummer from opening
band. Now It's Overhead,
made there way to their
instruments. Only after
hearing the voice of the
lead singer did I notice the
hair on her arms, and perceive that she was actually
a he adorned with a shockingly convincing Halloween
costume and a strategically
placed guit. r. The set was
an exciting, well-chosen
introduction for the night
and driven by unsteady
vocals, new wave keyboards
and fantastic lead guitar
trickery.
Now It's Overhead

announced that
the next band,
Azure Ray, would
be on next as they
bent down to
rearrange instruments and equipment. About ten
minutes later, they
came back out and
took different
places then they
had. and called
themselves Azure
Ray. tinder this
name, their sound
was transformed
significantly. The
females took over
the vocals.
acoustic guitars
and ambient keyboards became the
'ocus and the
drummer was
replaced by t Inconsistency of the
drum machine.
The mood was
much more
relaxed and mellow, concentrating
on soft wintery
hums.
Next, new wave
popsters. The
Good Life, saturated the bar venue
with more drum machines
and bold electric piano. Ilie
Good Life, comprised of a
bassist in a cow costume, a
drummer with dreadlocks, a
keyboardist in a Dorothy
dress and a lead singer with
a hand held, magazine cover
mask of Avril, the "punksuperstar. graced the PA for
a substantially long and lively set of innovative rock.
Following the sets of
these indie rock favorites.
Bright Eyes singer. Conner
Oberst. strolled out onto the
stage looking suspiciously
like President George Bush.
He dished out several rather
harsh sarcastic jokes
towards his new identity and
continued to open his set as
our Commander in Chief
alone with his guitar and
unmistakably oscillating
vocals.
Ober: t's performance
rang through the heads of

the multitude of diary-keeping teens with his emotionally trodden poet'"v, as song
by song the st
.'"gan
Hooding with an interchangeable set of members
from both his owi band and
the opening acts, A; one
point there were twelve
musicians cramped onto the
small stage adding their flavors of trumpet, flute, saxophone, cello, steel guitar and
other instruments. The affinity among the assembly of
talents was energetically
contagious and fun as the

performers smiled and
bobbed their heads together
and the audience sang along
with the set derived primarily from his latest album.
Lifted or The Story is in the
Soil, Keep Your Ear to the
Ground.
Fortunately. Bright Eyes
was able to manage the
same energy of his albums
in his live performance, making for a wonderfully
strained storm of unnerving
rock to close out a magnificent Halloween evening.
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SHOP WITH US AMD KEEP MORE HONEY IN YOUR POCKET!
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in g 6 n t l y user) b r a n d n a m e apparel
arsd accnssorios. W e ' v e got great
stutt
tram
GAP.
J.
CREW.
A B E R C R O M B I E A FITCH. GUESS,
CK.
DR.
MARTENS.
LUCKY
BRAND, EXPRESS. AMERICAN
E A G L E . T O M M Y MILFIGER. O L D
NAVY.
FUBU.
PHATFARM.
ICEBURG, P O L O , a n d m o r o ~ all
us u n b e l i e v a b l e prices' A t Plato's
Closet it s easy to s a v e m o n e y and
look ctiol at the s a m e time. C h e c k
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Centerville
101 E. Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Polnio Cemer
937-312-9321

Research Subjects Needed
Metabolic Epinephrine Sensitivity in Diabetes
Individuals with type 1 diabetes o n insulin only and
healthy individuals on no medications between 18
and 40 years old are invited to participate in a study
nvestigating how the body responds to low blood
sugar.
Principal Investigator,
Robert P. Hoffman, MD,
Department of Pediatrics,
C o l u m b u s Children's Hospital.
Participation will involve two overnight stays in the
Clinical Research Center at University Hospitals.
C o m p e n s a t i o n for participation will be provided. Call
614-722-4425 for m o r e information.
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Chipotle serves up burritos and cultureDoug Martsch rocks
By Justin Ling
Staff W r i t e r

Servicing enormous 20ounce burritos and tacos to
eager customers in a highl>
fashionable atmosphere,
Chipotle, the critically
acclaimed quick serv ice
gourmet burrito restaurant
chain, just recently added its
third location in the Dayton
area, right across from
Chili's in Centerville.
Steve Ells founded the
burrito chain in 1993 in an
unusual move for a graduate
of the Culinary Institute of
America. His goal was to
take quick-service restaurants to a higher level. "We
call it 'quick-gourmet.' We
use very simple ingredients
but elevate them to a higher
level through classic cooking
methods and an emphasis
on freshness," said Ells.
Chipotle is growing rap-

idly in popularity and is
gaining an excellent reputation for quick, quality food.
The Restaurant Hospitality
Magazine recently named
the company the third
fastest growing chain in
America. It has been exceptionally successful in Ohio,
which now maintains 34
locations.
Visually the interior of
Chipotle is immediately
impressive. Described as
"post industrial funky," the
room is adorned simply
with a variety of unfinished
metals, bold red wall paint
and pale woods. Large circular ductwork provides an
artistic element to the bare
ceiling supports overhead,
and lights hang stiffly from
thin, 5-foot steel pipes
throughout the eatery. The
stainless steel tabletops,
minimalist wooden chairs,
bare concrete floors,

ALL STUDENTS FALL EXPANSION

$14.15

G u a r a n t e e d starting p a y !
10-40 h r s / w k . We train!
Co-ops awarded.
GUARANTEED
'.A
'"BASE-APPT.
Scholarships a w a r d e d .
C o n d i t i o n s Exist.
' ; f K
CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 4 3 6 - 3 5 8 0

Visit www.workTbrstudents.Gom

a f t e r this, the
corporate l a d d e r
w i l l be a p i e c e of
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. In the course of facing challenges like thre, you'll learn now
to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure, lake charge
Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll finfl mete's nothing like a
little climbing to help prepare you if getting to the top.

A R M Y ROTC

U n l i k e a n y o t h e r c o l l e g e c o u r s e y o u can t a k e .
APPLY NOW FOB PAIO SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING
AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNITIES!
To learn more, vUM Rm 328, Faweeti Halt
or call 775-2783

monothematic sculpture
adorned walls and the large,
glass storefront make the
joint very inviting and formulate an almost intellectual atmosphere that would be
perfect for a casual meal.
"We emphasize quality
food, good service and keeping it simple," said former
WSU student Wanda Card,
the general manager of the
new Centerville location.
The manner that the
food is prepared is very convenient for the customers.
".Ml our ingredients are
totally fresh," said Card.
"There's not a freezer in any
Chipotle." The food is prepared with these fresh ingredients using special cooking
techniques applied in gourmet restaurants and is
assembled quickly t 'ght in
front of the customer in
sub-line fashion.
"We interact with all our
customers from the time
they walk in to the time they
leave," said Card. "We have
to educate every customer—
if they've been here before
or if they've never been
here." The inside is one
warehouse like room with
waist-high room dividers
that serves up to 525 customers a day.
Chipotle's motto is "2
things, thousands of ways,"
referring to their burritos,
tacos, five meat and vegetarian selections and their
entourage of ingredients and
extras.
The quick service, great
tasting food and amiably
toned environment prod
Chipotle to the front of fastfood competition. If you
don't mind battling the
echoing "bangs" and reverberating conversation of the
green-shirted employees, it
would be a great place for a
quick bite to cat before an
evening out. Hours are conveniently consistent from 11
a.m. to 10 p.m. everyday,
including Sunday.
The new Chipotle is
located in Centerville one
mile east of 1-675 on Route
725 between Cold Stone
Creamery and Subby s.

Doug Martsch
By Justin Ling
Staff W r i t e r

Built to Spill front man
Doug Martsch delves deep
into the cookie jar of raw
steel, folk and traditional
blues in the absence of his
band; putting together his
perceptively innovated solo
album Now You Know.
Following the demise of
Treepcople, his band Built to
Spill received popularity in
the indie scene with a series
of independent releases, and
later the support of the
major label Warner Brothers,
from 1993 until 1996.
Martsch has also joined K
Records' head honcho Calvin
Johnson of Dub Narcotic
Sound System in a side project called Halo Benders.
However, this year marks
the first time that he has
gone solo.
The impeccable array of
sliding steel guitars, finger
picking, light drums, simple
bass lines and perfectly
aligned string crescendos of
Now You Know satiate
Martsch's recent obsession
with traditional country
blues. The album was
recorded in 1999 after he
bought some equipment for
his humble home studio in
Idaho.
With the opening track
"Offer," Now You Know
breaks the glass of anticipation, flashing the leap of
Martsch's colorful new
course into your head and
sets a fairly coi.sistentlythemed sound for the

record. His instantly recognizable high-pitched voice
instills a haunting eagerness
that blends with acoustic
guitars and slides closer and
closer to the brilliance of
Neil Young's folk legacy.
With the new disc,
Martsch takes a short-distanced leave from the powerful, roaring guitars and
defining pop melodies of
Built to Spill and still manages to keep things upbeat
and perhaps even more
dynamic.
The single "Heart (Thing
Never Shared)" is highly personal with an emotional
string arrangement lamenting "I'm on my guard. Wait
until you so see sometime,
what's in my heart."
The mellowness incorporated in his recent fall tour
for Now You Know submerges the listener on the
first half of the record in a
sea of melancholy and
insight. Track six, "Lift,"
divides the album and marks
a more upbeat mood, infusing both classic and southern
blues rock influences such as
Jimmy Page and Jimi
Hendrix, especially on
Gospel-inspired "Woke Up
This Morning (With My Mind
on Jtsus)."
With Now You Know,
Martsch delivers a poignant,
penetrating compilation of
traditional country blues that
establishes him as one of the
finest singer/songwriters of
the indie scene. It is an artistic expression of the truths
of himself.

!
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Owls fans raise hoots and hollers at show

The Owls
By Justin Ling
Staff W r i t e r
The brooding mass of
fellow Halloween party aband o n e e , thought the opening
band never was going to
show up. The Grog shop had
already been crammed full of
Cleveland scenestcrs and
loyal fans there for both of
the night's featured bands,
Owls and Radio 4, waiting
well past the starting time.
The bands, however, had yet
to begin setting up their
equipment.
The result of the more
than casually late opener was
a completely inverted line-up
from what my friends and 1
had formerly counted on,
with Owls opening, followed
by New York headliners
Radio 4 and finally closing
the night out with the original opening band. After traveling over seven hours of
detours to get there, I was
quite delighted to sec the
purpose of our journey,
Owls, beginning to set up
their equii,ment first.
Owls launched into a
mesmerizing set as lead

singer Tim Kinsella let his
eyes go shut at the first
instant of the intricate circuitry of his avant-garde. The
eccentric kaleidoscope of
trickling guitar arpeggios,
smooth, progressively experimental drumming collages
and melodic parade of
Kinsella's off-beat poetry
defines this recent, uniquely
matured reunion of Cap'n

Jaz/. members Victor
Villarreal, Sam Zurich and
Tim and Mike Kinsella.
In my experience, I've
never seen a musician so
absolutely engrossed in his
music as Tim Kinsella was
that night. With eyes closed
for a majority of the set,
vocal delivery of chilling
whispers and seizure-like
yells and wildly sporadicdancing, it became apparent
to the justly entranced listeners that he too had
become captivated by the
beautifully chaotic crochet of
sound.
In order to stall for the
arrival of the opening band,
Kinsella's dry wit lengthened
the set between songs, with
stories of a recently consumed burrito and requests
for the night's housing. His
animated stage presence had
him leaning into the audience blindly, singing directly
into audience members'
faces. He even hooped my
neck with his tambourine
during the last song, "Holy
Ghost", knocking my glasses
off my face. The set ended in
a bizarre clash of rhythms
and jazzy sounds of crumbling theory, embellishing
the room with the bands
genius.
Radio 4, the indie-pop
band from New Vork, took
the stage next and played a

TOBY'S TAVERN

3601 Linden Ave. Dayton, Ohio 45410 <
Live Music
Sat. Night - cover
Visit our website for more information
www.tobyBtavem.com
Bring this a d for f r e e
admission Saturdays

dancy set for an equally
large group of their own
fans. Wiih a mostly bass guitar driven and "•••w wave keyboard sound, nc>, in contrast to Owls, finally goi the
audience moving IO a unique
rhythm. It was an exciting
set, but lacked the abundant
zeal that the Owls so delicately demonstrated.
The original opening
band finally did show up
and took over with pop
instrumental performance

Share

before a dwindling audience.
I would like to say that we
stuck around to figure this
band out, but the consistent
decline in talent left us tired
and unmotivated, so we took
off.
The drive back had us
reflecting on the music. Owls
have a way of affecting their
listeners with electricity that
flows steadily, thwarting
reality and formulating one.
of the best live performances
I've ever experienced.
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Games start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
j looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights? j
How about Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants
$5.00 OFF Your P a c k a g e W i t h T h i s A d !
Expires 12-31-02

SHORT ON CASH?
N e w Donor Fees!
Monthly Promotions/
Giveaways
Group Fund Raising
Available

Regular Donors
E a r n U p T o $228
a m o n t h by
donating potent i a l l y life s a v i n g
plasma!

Visit our friendly modem center and find out more about the opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 days a week

Setters Sports & Lounge
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL ON THE BIG SCREEN
WEEKDAYS: 2-6PM $ 1 - 12oz DRAFTS
PRIVATE PARTIE' AVAILABLE ON SATURDAYS

EXTENDED HAPPY HOUR UNTIL 7PM M-F
DOMESTIC BEERS ONLY $ 1 . 7 5 DURING HAPPY HOUR

Direction Iron WSli: take Route 4 sonti to Stasia? Aw, tmi tan Left.
Open Dally at 2pm. Closed Sundays • Pool tables and
dart boards • 6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

Call for more into: 228-2255 • 1008 Gateway Dr., Oayfon

-Aventis

Bring this coupon " 1
ond r c c e l v c i
S5 Bonus on first
donation.

165 E. Helena Street
Dayton. OH
RTA Bus 22
Must bo 18-49 years o! age. nosess a valid ID and prool ot local address.

Part-time entry level and labotomy positions available
Fax resume to 224-1976
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FSU students help build low-cost housing
on Burns
f Writer
t opic rarely catch wind
tiings that actually mat
and that make a differ. Wright State University
lents have been underd in their efforts to help
less fortunate people of

the Dayton area. Over tinpast three weeks, the Xenia
chapter of Habitat for
Humanity has been hard at
work, building low-income
housing for families in the
Dayton area. Last weekend,
a house on Xenia's Ta\ lor
Street, received its main
walls and sidewalks, all at

the hands of Wright State
students.
This fall quarter's
Communications 141 class,
working with Habitat for
Humanity, has been diligently working on the
Taylor Street house, along
with other homes in the
Xenia area. Next weekend
they are headed back to
Xenia, to finish interior and
floorboard work in a houseon East Main Street.
Kristy Weldt, a student
in COM 141 explained fur
ther how Habitat for
Humanity makes this lowincome housing possible.
"Habitat raises money
through different fund-raising activities." Weldt said.
"This fall they threw a pool
party to get funds, and set
up a table in the school's
student union."
Each Habitat chapter is

comprised of local community members, lending their
own personal time and
effort. '•
« strictly volunteer organization. Yet the
families that ultimately live
in these h o s e s do not get
the benefits of this organization for free, "iiach family
must help with the building
of their own house." Weldt
said. "It does not come to
them for free. They must put
in as much effort as the rest
of us."
The point of Habitat For
Humanity's efforts at the
schools, through radio
broadcasts, table set-ups and
flyers "is to raise awareness
on the parts of the students."
Founded in 1975 by
Millard and Linda Fuller,
Habitat for Humanity has
done more for the poor and
homeless in this country

than most people know
about. In its 27 years of existence, Habitat has built more
than 125,000 homes, and
has helped house over
625.000 people in more than
3000 different communities.
Currently 10,000 students
strong, its goal is to "build
and rehabilitate simple,
decent houses for the
world's homeless." Materials
and funding come from volunteer donations, as "Habitat
is a non-profit Christian
housing ministry, that seeks
to eliminate poverty housing
and homelessness from the
world, and to make decent
shelter a matter of conscience and action."
To volunteer with Habitat
for Humanity chapter, log
onto www.habitat.org and
look at the volunteer information.

Art inspired iiy nature's beauty
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer
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Sometimes the art that
is inspired by nature can be
as beautiful as nature itself,
and can reflect to us the
magnificence that can be
found in our natural landscapes.
On Nov. 23 and 24. the
21st Annual Nature Arts
and Crafts Show will be
held in the Glen Helen
building in downtown
Yellow Springs. Naturethemed art, in the forms of
silvered blown glass, ornaments, decorations, gourds,
clothing, functional and
decorative pottery, water
color paintings, jewelry and
photography will be on display at 405 N. Cory St.
Pieces in this art show are
all original works, and oneof-a-kind. Twenty-two
artists from all over Ohio
and surrounding states will
have submitted works, with
almost half of them from
the Dayton area.
One artist, in particular,
Eric Nimberger. will have

his silvered, blown-glass on
display for the sixth consecutive year. According to
Nimberger, blown-glass that
has been "silvered," is "an
indoor, outdoor form of art
that can be hung year round,
even in the winter months,
and is perfectly fine in the
snow." Silvered glass, which
does not tarnish, is glass
combined,with silver.
According to Nimberger.
"the two mix like peanut
butter and jelly." They are
blended together when the
glass is in liquid state, and
give the piece a mirror
effect. Many of Nimberger's
works have been used under
skylights, on patios, outside
in gardens and inside in
kitchens. His pieces sell
from $70 to S400.
Nimberger, currently a
resident in Athens, Ohio,
calls the Glen Helen show an
"old house week," as he is
originally from Yellow
Springs and has many
friends still living in the
area. As well, Nimberger has
quite a following of collectors in the area, traveling to

the show just to buy another
piece by the glass blower.
As well as blown glass,
there will also be gourds for
saK'. These fruits have been
dried and hollowed out.
Turned into bird-houses,
Christmas-tree ornaments,
kitchen decorations and
etched hangings, these
pieces are a fine example of
using naturally growing
plants as a medium for artistic expression.
livery thing on display will
be for sale. There will also be
a silent auction on both
days, as each artist has
donated one piece to the
show. Money earned from
the auctions will go to fund
the Glen Helen EcologyInstitute's 2-day learning and
education programs, given
each year for area sixth
graders.
The Nature Art Show is
open to the public, and runs
from !) a.m. until 5 p.m. on
Nov. 23 and from 11 a.m.
until 5 p.m. on Nov. 24.
Admission is S2. Call the
Glen Helen Association at
767-7375.
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Sports
Raiders lose a shootout thriller
Wright State's Sports Source.

defender Trent Corbin was
given a red card in the 52nd
minute after he grabbed Nick
The men's soccer season
Pantazi from behind on what
ended Saturday night as the
Coach Tracy described as an
Butler Bulldogs advanced in
iffy call.
the Horizon League tournaUp until that point the
ment after a game that took
Raider., looked to be the bettwo shootouts to decide.
ter team. The Raiders outAfter freshman Jon McClain's shot the Bulldogs in the first
shot was blocked late in the
half 9-3.
second shootout, Butler's
Despite the handicap, the
Thulio Goncalves put his
Raiders were almost able to
shot by goalkeeper Jason
win the game in regulation
Balach for a 1 -0 shootout vic- with two minutes to go, as
tory and a pass to the secsenior Bret Jones' fr. e kick
ond round of the conference
hit the goal post. The
tournament.
Raiders managed to outshoot
Each team made four of
Butler 14-8 in the second
their five shots in the first
half. Regulation ended in a 0shootout. The Raiders had
0 stalemate.
chances to win in the first
The Raiders wish of a
shootout but could not capigreat senior class. The seven
talize and finish Che
seniors departing sparked
Bulldogs. Perhaps WSU coach the team's late season run as
Mike Tracy put the shootout
they ended their regular sealoss best when he sak. "We
son with three consecutive
don't like (penalty kid i at
wins.
all. But we would ha /i liked
Returning for the Raiders
them more if we would have
will be junior Ricky Strong
made more. They're a tough
who led the team with 10
way to lose."
goals and 21 points this seaSomething can be said
son.
about the heart of the
As for Butler, they adRaiders though, as they
vance to the Horizon League
played most of the j;ame a
semifinals where they'll face
man down after Freshman
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

Brent Alting, Senior Midfielder moves the ball down the field.

Photo by Justin Carman

Basketball teams 'lock and load' for season

By Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
The Wright State men's
and women's basketball
teams will be locking to turn
some heads to their upcoming 2002-2003 season.
On the men's side of
things, the team looks to be
very strong—returning all
but two players from last
year's team that went 17-11
for the year and 9-7 in
Horizon League play. Coach
Schilling's Raiders will look
to their numerous returning
players to continue their
winning ways irom last season. The Raiders boast a roster that also includes three
of their five starters from
last year. Those returning

starters are senior guard
Vernand Hollins, senior forward Thomas Hope and junior forward Seth Doliboa.
Other returning players for
the Raiders this season will
be senior guard Tyson
Freeman, senior guard Joe
Bills, freshman guard
Malcolm Andrews, junior
guard Braden Bushman and
junior walk-on, forward Mark
Starkey who sat out last season after transferring. Along
with those returnees the
team will look to a pair of
incoming freshman and a
pair of transfers to help out,
with what poses to be an
undersized lineup.
Schilling's Raiders have
been picked to finish sixth in
the league's preseason poll.

with UW-Milwaukee finishing
first out of the nine team
league. But because the poll
is done primarily picked due
to how teams played last
year the Raiders hope to surprise some people. Also
according to the leagues preseason polls, Doliboa has
been picked to be first team
all league this coming season. Doliboa should prove to
be the teams go to guy after
coming off a season in which
he averaged 16.3 points per
game (fifth in Horizon
League) and averaged 7
rebounds a game (third in
Horizon League).
The Raiders schedule
appears to be as tough as
ever with early season games
against the likes of Athletes

in Action, Akron, Miami,
Morehead State, Ball State,
Toledo and South Florida
before heading into the ever
so tough Horizon League
play.
The team opens its season with a home opener
against Athletes in Action
Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. at the
Nutter Center and admission
is free for students. The
game should prove to be
important and will show the
team where its strengths and
weaknesses will lie. Not to
mention the game should
prove to be an indicator as
to what kind of line up will
be used this season.
On the women's side of
things, the lady Raiders are
hoping to improve on-a very

disappointing 2001-2002
season. The team didn't
quite get the start they were
looking for however, with a
74-64 loss to athletes in
action on Nov. 5. The team
was lead by sophomore
guard Tiffany Webb who
poured in 29 of her team's
64 points. Webb was backed
by teammate sophomore
Angie Ott who contributed
14 points in the loss. Poor
shooting plagued the Raiders
as they shot a mere 40 percent from the field and 18.2
percent from behind the arc.
As the team continues to
work they will have to do so
with what proves to be a
very young team and a very
Continued on page 24
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Raiders end homestand with win
By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

Mandy Gels, Eboni Kidd, and Tricia Naseman reach for the ball
Photo by Justin Carman

Now Hiring
Quaker Steak & Lube Restaurant is looking for
Experienced Career Driven Individuals to be
part of our winning team!
Positions Available:
^Managers (experienced)
«Asst.Managers (experienced)
^Bartenders
^Servers
^Host/Hostess
"Cooks/ Prep Cooks
"Bussers/ Dishwashers
We offer competitive pay, company incentives, fun environment, and much, much,
morel!
Apply in p e r s o n at:
3725 Presidential Drive
Beavsrcreek. OH 45324
(next to Home Depo!. Across from Wrighl State University)
E.O.E.
w w w. lube wings.c<

P l a c e your
classified
ad i n t h e
Guardian
today.

The Wright State volleyball team managed a « "ping win over the visiting
Oakland Golden Grizzlies in
front of a crowd of more
than 200 people in the Me," in
Gym on Saturday afternoon.
The win was sorely needed
for the Raiders to bounce
back after falling to leaguerival, Butler, the night
before.
WSU pulled the game
away in three games with
scores of .50-18, 30-19 and
30-28 to drop the Grizzlies
to 4-25 season while lifting
themselves to 15-12.
Tricia Naseman, a senior
outside hitter from St.
Henry, Ohio, could be found
everywhere on the floor as
she raked in 16 defensive
digs, 13 kills, two solo
blocks and one assisted
block while hitting .346 on
the night. "We played reallygood together with all five
seniors at the last uome
game for senior night," s.tid
Naseman.
Junior Allison Sipiorski
had the game high in kills,
with 15 and hit .500 from
the floor to help spur along
the Raider offense. Senior
Mandy Gels also led the gym
in assists, with 42.
Senior Karis Day had an
impressive return to the
floor after sitting out due to
injury for several games. The
senior hit .450 from the
floor while collecting 11 kills
and eight digs.

The night before, Ihe
Raiders played in Indiana
against host Butler. Both
teams struggled a bit hitting
from the floor, with Butler
hitting .187 to WSU's .143.
The game brought Butler to
.500 in Horizon play with a
6-6 record, and dropped the
Raiders to 4-8 in the League.
Naseman, Gels and sophomore McKenzie Tiffin led
the green and gold with double-double performances.
Naseman had 16 kills, 10
digs and two assisted blocks
for the Raiders. Tiffin, who
just played three of the four
games, collected 15 digs and
10 kills. Gels had a gamehigh 17 digs coupled with 47
assists for the Raiders.
The Raiders will go on
one last road trip this coming weekend, when they travel to the greater Cleveland
area to play Youngstown
State on Friday at 7 p.m. and
then Cleveland State on
Saturday at 2 p.m. These will
be the last two games of the
regul ;r season before the
Raider , (ravel to Green Bay,
Wisconsin, tor the Horizon
League tournament.
"We are just working on
fundamentals, toward the
end of the week we'll start
working on our game plan.
We'll have to play well
together to beat them, we
can't overlook anybody right
now. We only have two
games left so we are hoping
we can finish with two more
wins to get some momentum
gong into the tournament,"
added Naseman.

www.theguardianonline.com
Gypsy Camp Coffee House
Nowhere on campus other than
at Gypsy Camp will you find
such great ice coffees.
smoolhies. mochas.
' ( (iMy
flavored lattes. hot & cold
Chai Tea and your favorite
pCoca-Cola products at
reasonable prices.
Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-9pm
Phone: 775-5170
Location: Honors Hall Retail - WSU
2100 Zink Rd. Rm S2I0- 2nd Floor
www.Gypsy-Camp.com
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Favorite movie:
Cinderella

Raider Profile

Blair Kaminski

F a v o r i t e TV s h o w :
D a w s o n ' s Cr«>ek

S o p h o m o r e a Defensive Midfielder • Soccer
Hometown.
Strongsville, OH
High School:
Strongsville H.S.
Birthday: 3-9-83
N i c k n a m e : Blairbear
W h y y o u c h o s e WSU:
m o s t l y b e c a u s e of
soccer, b u t the campus and surrounding
a r e a w e r e nice as
well.

Favorite sport other
t h a n s o c c e r : basketball

F a v o r i t e d r i n k : Capri
Suns
Favorite restaurant:
Applebees

F a v o r i t e p l a y e r in
y o u r s p o r t : Michelle
Sanuiento
Favorite sports team:
Lakers, Packers, a n d
Browns

F a v o r i t e ice c r e a m
f l a v o r : rainbow sherbert
H o b b i e s : playing
sports, shopping

Favorite actor:
Brad Pitt

Pet p e e v e : people not
f l u s h i n g toilets

Favorite actress:
Katie Holmes

Most m e m o r a b l e
m o m e n t in y o u r

s p o r t : s c o r i n g in the
Butler g a m e last year
to tie it in o v e r t i m e
Most e m b a r r a s s i n g
m o m e n t in y o u r
s p o r t : w e a r i n g my
f a c e cage
Part of y o u r g a m e
t h a t n e e d s impr ovem e n t : the o f f e n s i v e
part of it
Best p a r t of y o u r
g a m e : the "air" g a m e
and defending
Where do y o u see
y o u r s e l f in t e n
y e a r s : h o p e f u l l y succ e s s f u l , m a r r i e d with
kids a n d living in
Malibu

Golf team finishes out a great fall season
Trent M o n t g o m e r y
Sports W r i t e r

The Wright State men's
golf team completed what
has been a great fall with
another stellar performance.
This time the team traveled
all the way to Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina, to compete
in the Shootout at Burning
Ridge hosted by Western
Carolina.
The Raiders certainly
made the long trip worth
their while, placing second
out of the nine team field.
Elon took the team championship with a two-day score
of 585. The Raiders were a
close ten strokes away firing
a team score of 595 over the
two days. North Carolina
rounded out the top three in
the team race shooting a
score of 599 for the tournament.
On the individual side of
things, three Raiders finishing in the top ten led the
team. The scoring was led by
a tie between senior John
Schones and sophomore
Marty Miller. The pair tied
for 4th place overall with
identical scores of 145 for
VTO\\\Vmwm\V.V<Yu'l

two rounds. Both Schones
and Miller opened the tournament with rounds of 72
and then came back the following day to shoot rounds
of 73. Senior Jesse Hutchins
w js right behind them
though shooting a two round
total of 149. Hutchins shot
two consistent rounds of 75
and 74, which was good
enough to place him 9th
overall. Sophomore Brandon
Judy was next for the
Raiders with two rounds of
78, good enough for a total
score of 156. The score was
good enough to tic Judy for
23rd place overall. Rounding
out the scoring for the
Raiders was freshman Jason
Williams. Williams fired
rounds of 78 and 79 to earn
him a total score of 157, and
tied him for 26th overall.
The Shootout at Burning

Ridge marked the end of
vhat has been a great fall
for the team. This fall they
played in six matches. In
those six matches the
Raiders placed 2 as a team
twice, once fourth overall,
once sixth overall, once
third, and won the team title
at the Xavier Invitational.
The team even set some
new school records this fall.
The team played great golf
and has put their self in the
running for the Horizon
League title come this
spring. So as the team takes
the next few months off
they hoe to continue to grow
stronger and hopefully carry
in the same momentum they
•••nded this tall season with
and who knows if the
Raiders keep it up we could
see them bringing home a
league title come spring.

MOVIE

LISTINGS

WED- LADIES NITE
FREE DRINKS FOR LADIES 911 pm
$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEER

THURS- KARAOKE
$1.75 PINTS
613 E. 5th St. in the
Oregon District
228-8060

SUN- TOTAL REQUEST N I T
$2 00 PITCHERS OF BEER
s l o o p y s b a r . c o m

w w w . thegu i r d i a n o n l i n e . c o m

Raiders beat Ramblers,
fall to Panthers
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

The women's soccer team
advanced in the first round
of the Horizon League tournament as they knocked out
the Ramblers of Loyola 1 -0
last Thursday night.
Senior Amy Franks scored
the game-winning goal for
the Raiders in the second
half off an assist from junior
Stephanie Mahle. It was
Franks' third goal of the season and Mahle's first ever
point as a Raider.
The game featured great
goalkeeping as junior Emily
Flohre recorded her fourth
shutout of the year, including three saves, despite her
team being outshot 6-4.

For the Raiders, it was the
sixth straight season that
they have defeated Loyola in
the tournament.
The Raiders w i ea.ned
them the right to play the
number one seeded
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Panthers in the second round
of the tournament. The
Panthers knocked the
Raiders out of the tournament by a score of 3-1 last
Friday night.
WSU came out strong as
they captured an early 1-0
lead. The goal was scored by
sophomore Kim Chianese,
which was her 12th on the
year.
The Horizon League First
Teamcr led the team in goals,
points, and game-winning

goals this season.
Assisting Chianese was fellow Horizon League First
Tcamer Mary Beth Young
who tallied her 4th assist of
the year.
Despite the early lead, the
Raiders were unable to stave
off the Panther arsenal.
Milwaukee amassed 14 shots
to the Raiders four in the
game.
The game was knotted at
one at the half, however the
Panthers came out strong in
the second half, punching in
two goals and earn the 3-1
win.
With the season-ending
loss, the Raiders finish with a
6-10-4 record.

WOT, TheGuardian@aXi®©o@@©
Loyal, hard-working,
compassionate, devoted.
PAMELA A. STETZER, D.O.
(OBSTETRICS/GWECOLOGY)

PAMELA A. STETZER, D.O.

Obstetrics/Gynecology

i

Beawrcrcek HealthPark
3359 Kemp Rd., Suite 140
Beavercreek, Ohio 45431
(937)376-5495
=

..MCbids ihat describe both Pamela Stetzer, D.Q, the newest
Greene Memorial Hospital ohstetrician/'gjuecologist, and her
beloved Shetland Sheepdogs, Basia and Gaia.
Dr. Stetzer
• Received her medical degree from Michigan State
University College ot Osteopathic Medicine.
• Completed herresidencyat I lorizon Health System/
BiCounrv Community Hospital/Henry Ford
Hospital^ Detroit, (Chief Resident 2001-2002)
• Member ot the Greene Memorial Hospital Medical
Staff.
Call today to make an appointment
• Most insurances accepted •
MEDICAL. SERVICE ASSOCIATES

J

Basketball
Continued f r o m page 21

demanding schedule. The
Raiders roster which only
has one senior and two juniors will have a lot of learning to do before getting into
their regular season schedule. Once into the regular
season the team will face a
very tough schedule before
getting into conference play.
The teams early season
schedule has the team pitted
against the likes of
Connecticut, who is he NCAA
Division 1 national
Champions. Along with
UCONN the Raiders will face,
Florida State, Dayton, Miami,
Texas A&M, West Virginia,
Ball State and Minnesota.
After playing all of those
teams the Raiders will then
go into a challenging
Horizon League.
From here on out the
team will look to improve on
there 0-1 start to the season.
Up next for the Raiders will
be another Exhibition game,
this time against the
Basketball Travelers on Nov.
17 at the Nutter Center at 1
p.m.

i\XWiVfcX.WvVwVk\V.\VvV»YkWCWVV.V.V,V.Y..V.V.V.
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Title IX under attack-Finally
Commentary by Justin
Ross
Staff Writer

Finally someone has done
it. Finally someone with the
motivation to challenge Title
IX, a 1972 law that guarantees equal opportunities in
athletics for males and
females, along with several
other tilings.
The National Wrestling
Coaches Association filed a
lawsuit claiming that Title IX
forces a participation figure
based on school enrollment,
which in turn discriminates
against men rather than
reflecting student's actual
interests. The lawsuit has
prompted the current Bush
administration to look into
the matter, which apparently
has the National Women's
Athletic Administrators nervous that Title IX will soon be
annulled.
While I find it unlikely
that Bush himself will take
time away from bombing
brown people to rule on
something like Title IX, it
does raise some hairs for the
Title DC fanatics that the
White House has declined to
comment on the issue until
after the November elections.
I am now beginning to
realize that it is not just the
athletes at Wright State who
think that Title IX is ridiculous. However, I have to
commend the WSU athletics
office for one thing though,
they take the right approach
to handling it, they add
sports. Back to the winter of
2001, Wright State started a
women's track and field

team, to help bring the
school to code. However,
most schools reach this equilibrium by cutting men's
sports, just take Buwling
Green for example who lost
men's track, golf, swimming
and tennis thanks to Title IX.
However when we see
publications that rank
schools in order of being
"most equal," they rank
them with the number one
spot being a school that has
significantly more women
than men. How can that be
equal?
I see the results of Title
IX every weekend at crosscountry meets, as I watch the
women's side and watch a
field full of weak teams race
each other. Most of ttie
women's college teams I see
couldn't beat high school
girl's teams. I'hat is pretty
sad considering that high
school gets athletes pretty
much at random while colleges recruit.
The biggest reason for
this is simply interest. The
percentage of women who
play sports in high school is
smaller than the percentage
of men who play in high
school. Similarly, a statistically large portion of those
female athletes do not want
to go on to play college
sports. Therefore Title IX is
forcing schools to work
against this by discriminating against men. For those of
you who would like to read a
story about this that is not
one-sided, visit the website
http://espn.go.com/gen/wo
menandsports/020523garber.html and check it out.

Place your
c l a s s i f i e d ad i n
t h e Guardian
today.
775-5537
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Weekly sports schedule 11/13-11/19
Women's Basketball
Sun.. 11/17 Exhibition vs. Basketball
Travelers 1 p.m.
Men's and Women's Cross Country
Sat., 11/16 at NCAA Great Lakes
Regional (West Lafayette, IN)
Men's & Women's Swimming & Diving
Sat., 11/16 vs. Utah 1 p.m.
Volleyball
Fri., 11/15 at Youngstown State
7 p.m.
Sat., 11/16 at Cleveland State 2 p.m.

f

You've Got News
1

—

*

Get The G u a r d i a n in
your Inbox.
Register now o n our website and automatically receive
a n E m a i l E d i t i o n of t h e p a p e r w i t h e v e r y n e w I s s u e .
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily H o r o s c o p e
Its t h e b e s t w a y to s t a y i n f o r m e d . . . a n d its free.

www.theguardianonline.com

l
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Get 2 FREE music CDs
and a $25 Bill Credit!
Very determined Business Majo»s.

Q

Room "cgrtW. Rock

2

tagMW

& He job* won't break rfw ties

WANTED: Amateur/
Homemade Contortionist
Videos. Paying Big SSS.
Send sample video to:
Liberty, P.O. Box 31, King
George, VA 22485
Cash for CD's DVD's
Videos, Playstation,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box, and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
Time Around. 1133
Brown Street (near U.D.)
228-6399

gf

AT&T olwo)-» »ouno* good to m«r>

NEW! Millionaires that
giveaway "FREE MONEY"
for any good reason.
College, Bills, etc. Send
S 10.00 for information
to: Liberty, P.O. Box 31,
King George, VA 22485

M

BAND SEEKING
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER!
"BROKEN GROUND" Original

music group with hard rock
influence. Must be
dedicated, experienced,
and hungry for success.
Contact Scott: 533-0961 or
benfield.2@wright.edu or
stop by ihe Guardian office.

Sdpvtoes
Live off-campus? Call AT&T at 1 866 257-2382, ext. 33583
to switch to AT&T Local Phone Service and you'll receive
2 FREE Sony music CDs of your choice!
And that's not all! Add AT&T Long Distance to your local plan
and you'll also receive a $25 bill credit, on top of your FREE CDs!
Long Distance • Internet Service • Virtual PrePaid Cards • International Calling

1 SSS SB7-S3QS

- AT&T

AT&T College Communications

Consumer

JA, CJVMCJ- U i t u 4 < w M t e .

local Phone Service

Long Distance

AT AT Local Service « not available m all areas A per tow act A feelFCC Line Cha»gei
Local Phone Service wtii be mailed two Sony g<tt ortiftcates. «i
seperate letter from AT&T which wiH P»OVKV confumaticr * *r
or AT&T Servicers!
The $25 b»M credit appiios to your first tuB month s service Th.
service with feature package if ou recentty accepted another
12/31 m
Copyhght 2002 AT&T AH Rights Reserved

Connectivity Charge at

Calling Features

Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adoptions. Choose and meet
adoptive parents. Sei sices
are free to birth parents
1-800-643-3356
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.600 this semester
With a proven CampusFundrai&er
3 hour tundraising event.
Our programs make
fundraislng easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact ,
CampusFundraiser at
'
(888)923-3238 or visit

yvw#.campvs<undraiser.cQffl
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Classifieds
ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps needed, EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6 K 1
888THINK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreak
discounts.com

$1,000'.? WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for
$2.00 each plus great
bonuses. Work f/t or p, t.
Make at least S800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience neccessary
start right away. For free
details, send stamp to: N190, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90025

SPRING BREAK 2003 is
now sponsored by Student
Express! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Florida,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site
Staff. Contact
www.studentexpress.com
or 1-800-787-3787 for
details.

$14.15 be.s j-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no door-to-door
sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580

#1 Spring Break
Free trips, Drinks/Meals,
Lowest Prices, Parties
w/MTV/Jerry Springer
Early Spring Break
Featured, w/MSNBC/Travel
Specials! Cancun & Jamaica Channel, Better than ever!!
From S429! Free Breakfast, www.sunsplashtours.com
Dinners & Drinks! Award
1-800-426 7710
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations from SI49!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
People Person
If you enjoy working and
Early Specials! Spring
being around fun, enerBreak Bahamas Party
getic individuals and
Cruise! 5 Days S299!
have strong communicaIncludes Meals, Parties!
tion skills, don't wait, call
Awesome Beaches,
now! No experience nec Nightlife! Departs Florida!
Get a Group And Go Free!1 essary. PT/FT Will Train
937-859-5674
springbreaktravel.com

Servers needed. The Chop
House. FT/FT hrs.
Excellent atmosphere. •
Interviews between 2-4pm.
Applications anytime.
7727 Washington Village
Dr. Centerville, Oh.
Located behind J.
Alexanders and Carvers.
291-1661

Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS Americas # 1
Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1 -800-234-7007
endlesssummers.com
SPRING BREAK '03 with
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida!
REPS WANTED! Travel
free and earn cash! Call 1 800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!

Empftyimnt

1-800-678-6386
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break 2003 for Free! Call
us now at 1-800-79 -4786
or email: sales(S>suncoastvacations.com!

Grad student sought to
help compile and write an
autobiography. Preferably
an English or Jounalism
student. Contact PJ for
more information at 8792184

DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service
Operations. In this position you will earn: A competitive wage. Incentive
bonuses. Flexible schedul
ing, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-777-

Love to teach? If you have
top test scores and a
dynamic personality, we've
got the best part-time job
you'll ever have! The
Princeton Review, the
nation's leader in test
preparation, is seeking
instructors for our upcoming MCAT course. Call us
today at: 800.347.7737 or
email
info.columbus@review.com
Auditions start soon!
Students
Need extra cash!
New company offering
flexible hours and great
pay. CaU Nick at (937)847-8560
Holiday Work
New Dayton Comp. needs
help for the holiday season & beyond. F/T or P/T.
Great money, flexible
hours, and young atmosphere. CALL NOW
384-7440
Athletic and Outgoing
fastest growing company
in the midwest seeking 3
to 4 energized individuals.
Fun, positive work environment. No telemarketing, no door to door sales.
Call 859-6733

call
775-5539
to place your
ad i n t h e
guardian
today

l o v i ' i ctiarjtp

Bartender Trainees
Needed. S250a day
potential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 298

M f i l l V

For Rant
Furnished Faculty Home
Three Blocks from
Antioch. Secluded, shady
garden patio, year-round
dining porch, carpeted living room with fireplace,
master bed & bath, guest
bedroom, office with dedicated computer line, TV
room, 2 1/2 baths, W/D,
A/C, Cable. S925/mo. +
utilities, housekeeper.
Owner visits once a year
in tenant's absense. Lease
and references. Call 7677406. Ask for Mark.
Belmont 2 bedroom apl.
FREE HEAT & WATER!
Laundry, a/c. 10 min from
WSU/WPAFB. Call now for
FALL SPECIAL Only
S465/mo. 609-622
ROOMMATE WANTED TO
SHARE living space at 721
Irving in UD Housing from
Dec 14- May 10. Only
SI.300 ($260/mo.)! 2 Full
Bathrooms, Washer/Dryer,
A/C. Front & Back porches, dishwasher, 2 family
rooms, fully furnished.
Females only. Please call
Julianna at 232-3423 or
298-2543 for more information.
Receive a FRHE
Medical Massage by a
massage student.
898-9030

•Vlronic l*ariv
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Join Wright State University's
United Way Student Campaign.
For a minimum $5 contribution, you are
entered in a drawing for a chance to win
either a Winter Quarter In-State
Undergraduate Tuition Waiver, or a $300
Wright State Bookstore Gift Certificate.
Help Wright State become Greene
County's top contributor.
Campaign ends November 22nd
Drawing held on November 25th
For more information please contact The Office of Student Life at 775-5570

